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Rangeland management requires frequent and accurate estimation of aboveground vegetation
biomass (AGB) as a proxy of forage production. However, traditional methods for AGB mea
surement are time-consuming and only provide a low number of spatiotemporal measurements.
Newly developed remote sensing platforms such as UAVs and new generation satellites allow
unprecedented large-scale and frequent monitoring of rangeland vegetation that is typically
produced in marginal lands characterized by high surface heterogeneity. This study used highresolution UAV data and the new multi-spectral VENμS satellite to monitor AGB production for
two consecutive years in a Mediterranean and semiarid grassland rangeland in Israel. We then
studied the effects of grazing intensity and precipitation along the growing season on AGB. Data
were collected from two long-term ecological research sites with plots under controlled grazing
pressures (i.e., no grazing, moderate, and intensive grazing). We used high-spatial-resolution UAV
imagery for land cover classification in order to mask different levels of mixed pixels in the VENμS
satellite images along the growing season. A support vector regression model (SVM) for satellitebased AGB estimation was developed using more than 600 ground-truth AGB measurements
collected during 2019–2020. The effect of the percentage cover for mixed pixel removal was
examined. The results showed an improvement in the prediction model by 35% and reduced the
RMSE by half for the support vector machine regression model’s best prediction. The best AGB
prediction results were achieved by including satellite pixels with over 50% vegetation cover. For
the first time in Eastern Mediterranean rangelands, our study illustrates the benefits of highintegrated remote sensing data (i.e., satellite and UAV) for generating more accurate AGB esti
mations even in highly heterogeneous ecosystems in terms of surface cover. Such an approach can
provide crucial and better information for sustainable rangeland management under varying
spatiotemporal and climatic conditions.
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1. Introduction
Man-managed pasturelands cover more than 30% of Earth’s surface area and support around 2 billion people (Ellis et al., 2010).
These lands are an essential ecological and economic resource since they provide ecosystem services such as food for livestock and
habitat for wildlife (Roche et al., 2015; Trilleras et al., 2015). Over the last several decades, rangeland systems have undergone
degradation processes due to livestock overgrazing and a higher frequency of drought events in the Mediterranean and semiarid re
gions (Brookshire and Weaver, 2015; Vicente-Serrano et al., 2012). Therefore, sustainable management of pastures and livestock in
such areas has significant economic and environmental implications (Bestelmeyer and Briske, 2012).
The annual productivity of grasslands determines the amount of biomass produced for livestock feed and plays a vital role in
protecting rangeland degradation due to overgrazing. Aboveground biomass (AGB) production, defined as the amount of dry matter
content (DMC) per unit area produced (kg ha− 1), is a primary focus for monitoring grassland production for livestock (Quan et al.,
2017). AGB is related to fundamental environmental processes, such as carbon exchange, water cycling, soil nutrient dynamics, and
soil erosion (Abdullah et al., 2011; Wen et al., 2013). Thus, understanding the spatial and temporal variability of rangeland pro
ductivity resulting from human-derived (i.e., grazing management) and environmental (i.e., topography, climate, soil nutrient dy
namics) factors is essential for optimizing decision-making in rangeland farming — both in terms of forage production, as well as the
ecological impacts of grazing on natural ecosystems (Li et al., 2011; Pulido et al., 2018). Accurate and continuous estimation of the
spatial distribution of AGB under different grazing pressures along the growing season is vital for determining ecosystems’ carrying
capacity and planning their proper management (Dong et al., 2015; Primi et al., 2016). Hence, integrating the effect of grazing
pressures and climate variability is essential for sustainable rangeland management. Moreover, current climate change projections
predict that the frequency and intensity of extreme weather events will rise (O’Neill et al., 2017). Rangelands in the Eastern Medi
terranean are expected to experience frequent drought events and an altered rainfall distribution during the wet season — less frequent
but more intensive rainstorms (Ziv et al., 2014). These extreme events are expected to significantly affect forage production (Li et al.,
2018). Therefore, to optimize grazing management, it is crucial to generate an accurate estimation of the spatial and temporal pattern
of biomass production along the growing season.
Traditional methods for AGB measurement are usually based on ground-truthing — harvested biomass samples from quadrats
randomly distributed in the areas of interest. Such practices often provide a low number of spatiotemporal measurements due to poor
accessibility. They are also highly affected by the sampling design and are usually laborious and time-consuming (Kelly et al., 1974).
Thus, accurate evaluation of AGB by individual measurements can be beneficial on a local scale, but only for small-scale assessments.
Recent studies have developed field-based empirical and statistical models for mesoscale (10–1000 km) AGB assessment in grasslands,
but these also require large historical datasets of field measurements not commonly available (Morais et al., 2021). Moreover, these
models do not consider the rangeland’s specific characteristics, such as surface patchiness, topography, and specific plant species
composition, limiting them to small and homogeneous landscapes (Kawamura et al., 2008).
Assessment of AGB (i.e., pasture production) using remote sensing tools has been extensively studied, with biomass estimations
ranging from local to global scales (Franke and Menz, 2007; Gitelson et al., 2014; Vaiphasa et al., 2005). AGB estimation is most
commonly done via satellite-derived vegetation indices (VIs) from multi-spectral satellites, notably LANDSAT, SPOT, and MODIS (Xiao
et al., 2019). VIs are based on the well-known reflectance spectral features of vegetation spectral signals, enhanced by mathematical
application. The reflectance spectrum of vegetation depends on plant type, plant phenology, water content, chlorophyll, and other
intrinsic factors (Cole et al., 2014). Chemical and morphological characteristics determine the vegetation’s reflectance signal, usually
measured at the spectral range of 400–2400 nm (Lugassi et al., 2015). Calculations of VIs are based on reflectance values of several
spectral bands, and they are used to assess biomass, leaf area index, and biophysical/biochemical estimation of vegetation attributes
(e.g., chlorophyll, nitrogen, water content) (le Maire et al., 2008). The most widely used remote sensing measure for assessing plant
biomass is the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) (Valle Júnior et al., 2019; Veloso et al., 2020). The NDVI is based on the
enhanced reflectance in the near-infrared spectral region (780 nm) compared to the red spectral region (660 nm) in green vegetation
due to chlorophyll’s spectral signal. However, the NDVI and other VIs have shown some limitations, namely saturation at medium to
high biomass values, disregarding differences in vegetation strata (Jiang and Huete, 2010). Several other VIs have been shown to
correlate with AGB with different levels of accuracy, each with its pros and cons (Ullah et al., 2012). Nevertheless, recent studies show
that plant biomass over large areas correlates well with reflectance values and optical vegetation indices. However, the accuracy of
these models usually depends on the spatial resolution of the satellite, generally by averaging the sampling point to estimate the AGB
per unit of area (Taylor et al., 2010). As a result, a mismatch occurs between ground-based measurement and satellite data. Therefore,
increasing the sample sizes of ground truth measurements and resolving the scale mismatch issues are important in improving the
accuracy of grassland biomass estimation (Zhang et al., 2009).
An additional remote sensing approach for AGB estimation focuses on applying machine-learning (ML) techniques on spectral data,
perhaps most notably support vector machine (SVM) and random forest (RF) (Chen et al., 2021; Morais et al., 2021). These methods
are highly suitable for analyzing large amounts of data with complex and nonlinear relationships. However, to date, such studies have
primarily focused on forests (Zhang et al., 2019) and crop monocultures (Panda et al., 2010), with a relatively limited number of
studies assessing AGB in rangelands (Boschetti et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2021; Veysi et al., 2017). RF has been widely used to estimate
grassland biomass using remote sensing data (Belgiu and Dra, 2016). The artificial neural network (ANN) method has also been used to
simulate vegetation biomass, and its results have high accuracy (Mas and Flores, 2008). Several studies compared different ML models.
For example, Zhou et al. (2021) compared three ML models (i.e., RF, SVM, and high accuracy surface modeling (HASM)) to estimate
AGB in Chinese grasslands. The current study evaluated the AGB based on the SVM model since it showed high prediction ability as
suggested in previous studies (Zhang et al., 2020). The results of SVM have good generalization capabilities, which were critical for our
2
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purpose of extrapolating predicted biomass values from specific training points and generalizing them across different satellite images.
Another approach for estimating AGB is based on structural 3D models such as LiDAR and photogrammetry based on UAV data
(Schaefer and Lamb, 2016). These are relatively accurate in small-scale and homogenous systems (Li et al., 2021). However, due to the
high cost of acquiring LiDAR data and limitations of photogrammetry (i.e., the requirement for onsite visits to perform the surveys, the
use of expensive equipment, limited flight time and flight zone restrictions), studies were mostly limited to small areas and were not
widely applied to a regional scale (Wachendorf et al., 2017). We selected satellite optical data due to the frequent revisit time, the
ability to cover large areas, and the strong correlation that occurs via the relation of AGB to vegetation cover and spectral signal to leaf
pigments (i.e., chlorophyll) (Reddersen et al., 2014). The challenge of using such data of AGB estimation was the high heterogeneity of
grasslands - comprised of relatively small and dispersed patches of plants, making volumetric assessment challenging.
The high surface heterogeneity typical to Eastern Mediterranean grasslands is one of the great challenges in optimizing a method
for grassland AGB assessment based on satellite data. Such areas are characterized by patchy vegetation intermixed with rocky and soil
cover and often hilly topography, which impairs the ability to estimate grassland biomass accurately due to mixed pixels. AGB esti
mation by remote sensing in such grasslands is challenging because: (i) the vegetation community in these ecosystems is comprised of a
mixture of different site-specific plant species (unlike monoculture); (ii) herbaceous plants are small (compared to the canopies of
shrubs or trees, for example); and (iii) grasslands exhibit high patchiness as a result of the natural terrain, soil processes and are
affected by the foraging behavior of livestock (Henkin et al., 2012). Therefore, multi-spectral data from sensors with a moderate spatial
resolution of several meters to 1 km per pixel is often not enough to represent grassland heterogeneity (Wang et al., 2019). Newly
developed satellites, such as Vegetation and Environment Monitoring on a New Micro-Satellite (VENμS), Sentinel-2, and the Plan
etscope satellites, are characterized by higher spatial and temporal resolutions, a partial solution to this issue. The VENμS satellite
includes 12 spectral bands (415–910 nm, Appendix A), a 5-m pixel size, and a 2-day revisit time, improving the ability to estimate AGB
at high spatial and temporal resolutions (Herrmann et al., 2011).
Despite the capabilities of the new satellite systems, there are still challenges related to the high heterogeneity of grassland ran
gelands. The high heterogeneity of grassland rangelands enhances the mixed pixel effect, a well-known remote sensing problem that
affects the ability to monitor phenology. A pixel may contain an unknown component that affects the reflectance spectrum (e.g., the
fraction of bare soil, rock, different vegetation species that differ in green-up dates). The purpose of pixel unmixing is to minimize the
uncertainty and errors that arise from mixed pixels by using spectral endmembers (“pure” pixels) to represent spatial and spectral
heterogeneity accurately (Shi and Wang, 2014). Recent studies have examined approaches or strategies for mixed pixel decomposition
with multiple technologies and algorithms, including the automated Monte Carlo unmixing process (Altmann et al., 2014), linear
unmixing, artificial intelligence, and machine-learning algorithms (Chen et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2018). In the current study, we
suggest a relatively straightforward method of integrating satellite information with high-resolution unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
imagery to address the challenges in biomass estimation in highly heterogeneous landscapes. The high spatial resolution of UAVs

Fig. 1. The two LTER stations located along a climatic gradient in Israel. (a) Karei Deshe and (b) Migda. Three paddocks with different grazing intensities were
monitored at each study site. The grazing treatments included three intensity levels: intensive grazing (red), moderate grazing (green), and no grazing (blue) at both
sites. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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enables accurate land-cover classification and photogrammetry applications (Colomina and Molina, 2014; Zhang et al., 2022).
The AGB prediction model developed in the current study was tested in two long-term ecological research (LTER) sites with
controlled plots under different grazing pressures along two hydrological years. The present study aimed: (a) to develop a synergistic
UAV and satellite imagery method to estimate AGB by integrating high-resolution UAV data with moderate resolution satellite data;
and (b) to assess AGB under different grazing pressures in a highly heterogeneous versus a more homogeneous ecosystem in the
Mediterranean and semiarid climate zones. We utilized a multi-scale approach of data collected from ground-truthing, UAV imagery,
and multi-spectral VENμS satellite data to achieve these aims. The high-resolution UAV data were used to estimate pixel purity level (i.
e., the actual surface cover fraction of green vegetation) of satellite mixed pixels. We tested the effect of the percentage of mixed pixels
level threshold for inclusion (i.e., 20%, 50%, and 70%) on the model’s ability to predict AGB. Then we observed the effect of different
grazing pressures and climate conditions on the patterns of AGB in highly heterogeneous and more homogeneous rangelands. The
study presents the synergistic capabilities of UAV imagery, satellite multi-spectral imagery, and machine-learning algorithms to
generate accurate large-scale pasture estimation of AGB.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Study sites
The study was carried out in two study sites located in two climatic regions in Israel: Karei Deshe LTER (Mediterranean grassland)
and Migda LTER (semiarid grassland) (Fig. 1). Mediterranean and semiarid grasslands are characterized by long hot and dry summers
and mild and relatively short wet winters (Paz-Kagan et al., 2014). Typically, nearly all precipitation occurs between November to
March. The Mediterranean and semiarid climate zones are characterized by significant annual and interannual fluctuations affecting
AGB in grazing systems.
2.1.1. Karei Deshe LTER station (Mediterranean climate zone)
The Mediterranean study site is the Karei Deshe Experimental Range Farm near the lake Kinneret (lat. 32◦ 55′ N, long. 35◦ 35′ E, 150
m above sea level). Karei Deshe LTER site is about 1450 ha, divided into fenced paddocks. The site is a typical Mediterranean grassland,
grazed by cattle in controlled plots for pasture research since the 1960s (Gutman et al., 1990). The vegetation is dominated by annual
herbaceous species, mainly grasses and forbs (Sternberg et al., 2000). The site is characterized by average yearly precipitation of 550
mm with significant fluctuations between years (based on the last 20 years). The topography in the site is hilly, with steep slopes mostly
under 10%. The minimum and maximum temperatures are 7 ◦ C and 32 ◦ C, respectively, and the mean annual temperature is around
14 ◦ C. The study site is highly heterogeneous, with different habitat types and a high stony cover reaching more than 50%. In the
present study, sampling was performed in three paddocks with controlled cattle grazing densities: 1.1 cow ha− 1 (high grazing density),
0.55 cow ha− 1 (moderate grazing density), and control (no grazing) (Fig. 1a). The site has an effective drainage system that diverts
excess runoff into excavated depressions to prevent ponding.

Fig. 2. Flow chart of the study framework includes three steps of multi-scale methodology, utilizing a combination of geo-located ground-truthing, UAV imagery, and
satellite imagery to produce satellite-based biomass estimation from AGB maps. Step 1 – ground-truthing by destructive harvests; step 2 – generation of thematic maps
from fine-resolution UAV imagery; step 3 – masking mixed satellite pixels and relating the 12-band reflectance biomass measurements by support vector machine
regression (SVM-R) analysis, step 4- testing the effects of grazing pressure, climate gradient, precipitation variability, and site heterogeneity on AGB.
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2.1.2. Migda LTER station (semiarid climate zone)
The semiarid study site is located at Migda Farm, situated in the northern Negev desert, approximately 16 km northwest of Beer
Sheva, Israel (31◦ 34′ N, 34◦ 58′ E; 100 m above sea level). Migda Farm consists of 200 ha of semiarid grassland ecosystem established in
1963 and used for sheep and goat pasture research. The area is relatively homogeneous in terms of topography and species compo
sition. The annual long-term average precipitation is around 200 mm (October to March) (Stavi et al., 2016), with rainfall irregularity
having carryover effects from year to year (Argaman et al., 2020). The minimum and maximum-recorded temperatures are 4 ◦ C and
39 ◦ C, respectively. Grazing treatments include three intensity levels: intensive grazing (155 individuals per paddock, yearlong
alternating grazing), moderate grazing (80 individuals per paddock, spring grazing), and control - no grazing (Fig. 1b).
2.2. Study framework
The general framework of our study is presented in Fig. 2. The methodology was divided into four steps. The first step included
field-based AGB sampling by plant biomass harvesting. Vegetation sampling was performed over two consecutive years in three plots
under different grazing intensities at each site. The second step was based on UAV surveys of the area of interest before each sampling
event, generating fine-resolution RGB orthophotos of the studied plots along the AGB annuals growing season. These orthophotos were
used for supervised land-cover classification by the maximum likelihood (ML) classification method. Centimeter-level thematic maps
were used to estimate the fraction of green vegetation in the respective VENμS pixel, apply different masking levels of mixed pixels on
the VENμS satellite image (5 m pixel− 1), and selectively omit training data pixels. We tested the effect of the pureness percentage levels
of mixed pixels (i.e., 20%, 50%, and 70%) inclusion on the ability to predict AGB using support vector machine regression (SVM-R)
model applied on masked satellite images. The endmember selection threshold that showed the best results was used to predict AGB
using independent VENμS imagery data along the growing season. Then as the final step, we observed the effect of grazing pressure,
climate gradient, precipitation variability, and site heterogeneity on AGB in both grasslands.
2.3. Field-based biomass measurements and meteorological data
Biomass was sampled five times at each study site, during mid-growth and peak season, between April 2018 and April 2020 (Fig. 3,
Appendix B). All vegetation above the surface was clipped and collected from randomly positioned 60–70 quadrats (50 × 50 cm) for
each plot. All samples were geo-located at centimeter-level accuracy using a real-time kinematic (RTK) global positioning device. Plant
material was brought to the laboratory and then dried in an oven for 48 h at 70 ◦ C. After drying, samples were weighed using a 0.01 g
accuracy scale. Precipitation was measured in-situ using rain gauges in each of the study sites. Average daily temperatures were
obtained from the closest meteorological stations to each study site.
2.4. UAV imagery acquisition and processing
In total, 10 UAV surveys were performed for each site over the two years. The data was collected based on DJI Phantom and Sentera
RGB cameras (Hardin et al., 2019). The flights were taken under clear sky conditions and were planned with an 80% overlap between
images. UAV data were processed using PIX4Dmapper software and included several steps (Pix4D SA, 2019). The raw UAV images

Fig. 3. Cumulative precipitation and the average temperature in the two study sites Karei Deshe (left) and Migda (right). Cumulative precipitation is shown above the
bars per hydrological year – defined from the beginning of September to the end of the following August. The green Xs correspond to average AGB values obtained by
ground sampling events. LTER – long term ecological research. AGB – above ground biomass. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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were (I) orthomosaicked using the structure-from-motion (SfM) technique, (II) orthorectified, so their spectral bands will be aligned,
and (III) geo-rectified with high accuracy RTK-GPS. The first produced orthomosaic at each study site was geo-rectified using 15–20
ground control points geo-located with a real-time kinematic (RTK) global positioning device in the field. Orthomosaics from later
dates were geo-rectified by image-to-image registration with the first orthomosaic as a reference to achieve centimeter-level accuracy
(Gherga et al., 2020). Fine-resolution (1–3 cm) orthomosaics were produced for the studied plots for each sampling event to classify
surface cover using the maximum likelihood method.
2.5. VENμS satellite imagery acquisition and preprocessing
Considerations in choosing the most suitable platform were related to the spectral resolution (number and width of spectral bands
useful for vegetation monitoring), the spatial resolution (meters per pixel), and the temporal resolution of the sensor (revisit time). The
VENμS satellite was launched in August 2017 as a French–Israeli cooperation for environmental monitoring. The satellite has 12
spectral bands ranging from 443 to 910 nm and four narrow red-edge bands (Appendix A). The VENμS satellite also has a revisit time of
two days and a constant viewing azimuth due to its continuous path, making it highly suitable for vegetation monitoring throughout
several seasons (Ferrier et al., 2010). Its spatial resolution of 5.3 m also enables monitoring vegetation changes and representing the
high heterogeneity that is often seen in grasslands relatively well. To relate the 12 satellite reflectance values to the measured biomass,
we used the closest available cloud-free VENμS image before each sampling event with ten satellite images (Appendix B).
Three additional images from April 2019 to August 2019 were obtained and used to generate an independent prediction of biomass
estimation representing mid-growth (winter, January), peak growth (spring, March), and the period of senescence (summer, August)
(Appendix D). Level 1 VENμS products were atmospherically corrected using R software and the 6S radiative transfer model (Vermote
et al., 1997). The atmospheric correction included: (I) extraction of image parameters from the VENμS image metadata file (such as
altitude and view zenith); (II) automatic filling of the fields in the 6S open access web form (l’Universite Lille, 2019); and (III)
application of top-of-atmosphere to bottom-of-atmosphere equations on the image with the corresponding parameters to receive the
atmospherically corrected images.
2.6. Land-cover classification
Accurate biomass estimation in natural mixed grasslands requires overcoming the effect of mixed pixels of moderate-resolution
satellite data by sensor combination or other means for spectral unmixing (Xie et al., 2016). We used the high spatial resolution of
UAV imagery to overcome the mixed pixel problem in the VENμS satellite image. K-means classification is commonly used for pixel
classification because it is considered accurate, stable, and robust (Sun et al., 2013). This method considers both the class variance and
covariance when assigning a class to each pixel. The class sample distribution is assumed normal, and the classes are separated by the
mean vector and the covariance matrix. These were used to calculate the statistical likelihood that a pixel belongs to each category
(Resler, 2002). Since UAV imagery provides reliable fine-resolution products, we utilized this supervised classification method to
estimate the vegetation cover. Land-cover classification of orthomosaics was performed with ENVI™ software (Harris Geospatial
Solutions, 2018). The classification was trained with at least 1000 pixels marked for each class (green vegetation, senescent vegetation,
soil, and rock) and used as input for supervised classification. Pixels were finally classified into two classes, separating the green

Fig. 4. A VENμS image showing the study plots Karei Deshe (a) and Migda (e); (b) and (f): enlarged sections of these respective images (5.3 m pixel-1); (c) and (g): UAV
orthomosaic (~2 cm pixel-1) of the respective areas with the superimposed VENμS pixel grid; (d) and (h): vegetation mask (shown in green) based on orthomosaic
classification, enabling selective selection of VENμS pixels by vegetation cover calculated in the subpixel. Both sites exhibit spatial patchiness of vegetation.
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Table 1
Specifications of UAV flights produced orthomosaic, and maximum likelihood supervised land-cover classification. *Karei Deshe has missing values since coverage was only partly due to flight zone restrictions in April 2020. The
surface cover is calculated as the fraction of classified non-shaded pixels of green vegetation/bare soil class (cumulative cover fractions do not reach 100% since values for shaded and senescent vegetation pixels are omitted from
the table).
Study site

Karei-Deshe
(Mediterranean)

7

Phenological
stage

Orthomosaic
resolution (cm)

Classification
accuracy,
Cohen’s kappa

Cover fraction of green vegetation

Cover fraction of bare soil

No
grazing

Moderate
grazing

Intensive
grazing

No
grazing

Moderate
grazing

Intensive
grazing

Apr 15,
2018
Dec 23,
2018
Apr 14,
2019
Jan 30,
2020
Apr 20,
2020
Mar 20,
2018
Feb 19,
2019
Mar 21,
2019
Feb 06,
2020
Mar 22,
2020

Peak growth

1.8

95.2%, 0.93

35.8

27.7

14.0

1.1

0.1

1.5

Mid growth

3.7

88.6%, 0.80

27.4

36.4

36.4

2.3

1.8

1.8

Peak growth

4.0

93.1%, 0.91

89.1

67.7

68.0

<0.1

0.1

0.3

Mid growth

2.5

90.0%, 0.86

18.0

52.6

48.1

4.7

0.6

0.1

Peak growth

2.8

90.1%, 0.88

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Peak growth

2

99.1%, 0.98

53

34.5

34.5

7

14.7

14.8

Mid growth

1.8

88.7%, 0.81

64.2

60.5

75.9

4.4

22.9

9.5

Peak growth

2

94.7%, 0.81

22.4

37.7

5.1

3.2

58.5

25.6

Mid growth

2.5

98.1%, 0.97

57.8

43.5

62.4

37.7

32.9

29.6

Peak growth

2.6

98.3%, 0.92

60

67.7

46.7

1.1

7.8
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Flight
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vegetation from other surface covers to produce high-resolution vegetation masks. The green vegetation cover fraction of each VENμS
satellite pixel was assessed by superimposing a pixel grid on the produced high-resolution UAV-derived thematic maps. Then the
vegetation fraction was calculated for each pixel to minimize the effect of mixed pixels with vegetation and other surface using the
zonal statistics tool in ArcGIS™ software (Redlands, 2017) (Fig. 4). Then only pixels that were above the vegetation cover threshold (i.
e., 20%, 50%, and 70%) were included in the analysis (Table 2). The threshold levels were set to three percentage cover levels of mixed
pixels: under 20%, 50%, and 70% green vegetation cover in the pixel.
2.7. Support vector regression analysis
AGB was predicted based on the 12 bands of the VENμS satellite reflectance values in the corresponding pixel where biomass was
harvested and measured. Since our biomass variable is continuous and a complex nonlinear relationship was expected, we chose
support vector machine regression (SVM-R) as a classifier. SVM-R is performed using functions that enable separation between features
that have complex and nonlinear dynamics, making them hard to separate linearly (Elmaz et al., 2020). During SVM-R training, three
parameters were considered: cost (C), gamma (γ), and epsilon (ε). The lower the C parameter, the smoother the decision tree will be.
The γ value determines the weight of each training example. High γ values mean that other measures must be close to being affected.
The value of ε defines the margin of tolerance that determines what is considered an error. The larger the ε, the larger the error
permitted, while a very low ε will result in every error being penalized. The choice of these three tuning parameters determines
whether the model under or overfits the data (Duan et al., 2001).
Using SVM-R, each geolocated biomass measurement was related to the 12-band surface reflectance values of the four closest
VENμS pixels. AGB values were log-transformed before insertion into the model to normalize their distribution. To determine the pixel
purity that provides the best estimation accuracy for AGB, we compared the performance of three models that differed in their input.
Their criteria for omitting mixed pixels were: (i) pixels with 0–20% green vegetation cover were omitted (permissive), (ii) pixels with
0–50% green vegetation cover were omitted (moderate), and (iii) pixels with 0–70% green vegetation cover were omitted (strict).
Naturally, the inclusion criterion strictness increased the pixel purity, potentially improving the estimation accuracy, but it also
lowered the number of data points, potentially lowering the accuracy. We used 50%, 30%, and 20% data split ratios for calibration,
validation, and prediction phases, respectively. In the present study, these parameters were tuned using the tune.SVM() function in R
software (Karatzoglou et al., 2006).
2.8. Statistical analysis
Significant differences between treatments and sites for the calculated AGB were tested using a one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) test. The significance level for the different treatments was determined at α < 0.05.
3. Results
3.1. Land-cover classification
Land-cover classification accuracy was high, over 88%, with kappa values over 0.8 for all dates. Vegetation cover varied signifi
cantly between different phenological stages (Table 1) and across space, displaying submeter patchiness mainly in the Mediterranean
site (Fig. 5). Including all satellite pixels in the analysis without removing mixed pixels resulted in the lowest prediction capability of
the SVM-R model (R2 = 0.668; RMSC = 32.0 g m− 2). Endmember selection by UAV classification reduced the root mean square error
(RMSE) by over 50%, resulting in higher R2 values under all three threshold criteria. The best overall accuracy was achieved by
masking pixels with less than 50% green vegetation cover with R2 = 0.957; RMSC-CV = 11.97 g m− 2) (Table 2). Satellite endmember
selection by UAV high-resolution classification of single centimeters greatly improved AGB prediction using the 12-band 5-m VENμS
satellite pixels, illustrating the synergy between sensors with different spatial and spectral resolutions (Table 2).
The green vegetation and bare soil fractions varied greatly throughout the two years in both study sites (Table 2). The fraction of

Fig. 5. Orthomosaic produced from UAV imagery from March 2018 of the Karei Deshe study site (a) and the respective thematic map produced by ML (b).
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Table 2
A summary of parameter optimization, sample sizes, and accuracy of the three support vector regression models based on three degrees of pixel-masking thresholds.
Coptimal – optimal cost value, γoptimal – optimal gamma value, εoptimal – optimal epsilon value, SVM – support vector machine, RMSE – root mean square error, CV – crossvalidation, RPD – ratio of prediction to deviation, RPIQ – ratio of performance to the interquartile range.
Vegetation cover threshold for inclusion
Parameter tuning

No masking

>20% (permissive)

>50% (moderate)

>70% (strict)

Coptimal
γoptimal

1
985
0.01
Radial
1567

1
910
0.01
Radial
894

1
865
0.01
Radial
487

1
570
0.01
Radial
331

1272
0.524
15.7
1726 (1, 771)
<0.01

773
0.933
83.02
13570 (1, 771)
<0.01

338
0.957
11.97
4152 (1, 336)
<0.01

262
0.921
79.90
4255 (1, 260)
<0.01

740
0.669
1.00
1.00
26.11
3328 (1, 651)
<0.01
22

444
0.803
2.928
4.672
13.52
1694 (1, 462)
<0.01
20

214
0.895
5.132
3.047
13.54
1851 (1, 232)
<0.01
20

146
0.873
4.060
6.426
12.36
1804 (1, 155)
<0.01
16

500
0.668
32.4
10
<0.01

309
0.643
18.31
0
<0.01

206
0.762
16.30
1
<0.01

100
0.729
17.88
5
<0.01

εoptimal

SVM kernel
Number of support vectors
Calibration dataset
N
R2
RMSE CV (g m¡2)
F(df)
P-value
Validation dataset
N
R2
RPD
RPIQ
RMSE (g m¡2)
F(df)
P-value
Outliers
Prediction dataset
N
R2
RMSE (g m¡2)
Outliers
P-value

green vegetation was usually similar between moderate grazing and intensive grazing plots in both study sites and matched the cu
mulative precipitation of the respective year, with a higher fraction of green vegetation in wetter years. The highest vegetation cover
was usually observed in the plots without grazing (Table 1). Notable exceptions were the low values observed in the ungrazed plot in
the Mediterranean site in December 2018 and January 2020 (27.4% and 18%, respectively, mid-growth). This was probably due to the
high amount of standing senescent plant material covering some of the young growing vegetation from the previous year. The
ungrazed plot in the semiarid site was characterized by less bare soil than grazed plots, especially during peak growth, due to feeding
and trampling by livestock in the latter. This was less pronounced in the Mediterranean site, which had high fractions of bare soil in the
ungrazed plots (Table 1). In March 2019, the fraction of green vegetation was especially low in the semiarid site, even in the ungrazed
plots (22.4%), probably due to the very low amount of cumulative precipitation (127 mm, Fig. 3).
3.2. SVM-R model performance for dry biomass estimation
The two stricter models (50%, 70%) outperformed the permissive ones in biomass prediction accuracy. The moderate model (50%)
achieved the best overall performance in all three calibrations, validation, and prediction stages, omitting VENμS with an estimated
vegetation cover of <50% (Table 2, Fig. 6). Biomass estimation maps of the entire areas showed the contrast between the differently
grazed plots and the two study sites in terms of surface heterogeneity. Estimation showed up to 1000 g m− 2 for satellite images used for
model calibration and images from different dates (Appendix C; Appendix D). Moderately grazed plots showed the highest spatial
heterogeneity in terms of productivity. The AGB estimation maps illustrate the spatial pattern of AGB in both sites, with high het
erogeneity in the Mediterranean site and relatively homogenous plant distribution in the semiarid site. AGB increased gradually during
the growing season, where the most rapid growth was observed in April for both sites. The peak of the biomass was related to the mean
annual precipitation and their distribution along the season.
3.3. AGB prediction
The Mediterranean site was characterized by higher biomass production than the semiarid site in yield per quadrat, up to 1300 g
m− 2 of dry matter vs. 500 g m− 2 in the semiarid area, with higher variability (Fig. 7, Table 3). The Mediterranean site yielded 2.6 times
more AGB, with notable differences between grazing treatments, especially during peak growth. AGB production was positively
correlated with increasing rainfall in both sites. AGB was highest at the Mediterranean site during the 2018-19 rainfall season, while
the opposite was true for the semiarid site with the lowest AGB values (Figs. 7 and 3, Table 3). We tested the rainfall distribution in
hydrological years from 2017 to 2019, starting on September 1st (e.g., the hydrological year of 2017 began on September 1st 2017, and
ended on August 31st 2018). Therefore we refer to the terms “annual” and “yearly” as they relate to the hydrological year. The hy
drological year of 2017 was characterized as an abnormal year in the Mediterranean site – with most of the rainfall occurring in
January and February and almost none during March (Fig. 3). The differences in productivity due to differences in precipitation
9
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Fig. 6. Actual biomass vs. biomass assessed by the most successful SVR model (omitting pixels with under 50% vegetation cover). SVR – support vector regression,
RMSE – root mean square error.

Fig. 7. Average dry biomass obtained from sampling quadrats per grazed plot per sampling event (mid-season: Jan–Feb, peak growth: Mar-Apr), in the Mediterranean
site Karei Deshe (a) and the semiarid site Migda (b). Letters denote significant differences by Tukey’s test (HSD) of p < 0.05.

received between years were diminished by grazing – being most pronounced in the ungrazed plots (Fig. 7).
Overall, grazing pressure negatively affected AGB, but this was less evident in the semiarid site (Fig. 7). Comparing the remote
sensing model results shows that AGB validation is relatively accurate, giving a lower estimation than ground sampling (Table 3). The
highest differences were found in the more heterogeneous Mediterranean site. The predicted AGB maps provided a visual represen
tation of the spatiotemporal variability across the landscape (Appendix C). The ground truth vegetation samples were selected to
10
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Table 3
Statistical summary of peak growth AGB values from field sampling vs. satellite-estimated AGB values averaged over entire plots (grazing treatments).
VENμS satellite

Ground sampling
Date

Grazing
pressure

Samples
(n)

Mean biomass (g
m¡2)

STDEV (g
m¡2)

Pixels
(n)

Mean biomass (g
m¡2)

STDEV (g
m¡2)

Difference between ground and
satellite (g m¡2)

Karei Deshe
(Mediterranean)

Apr
2018

No grazing
Moderate
Intensive
No grazing
Moderate
Intensive
No grazing
Moderate
Intensive
No grazing
Moderate
Intensive
No grazing
Moderate
Intensive
No grazing
Moderate
Intensive

20
19
20
14
20
20
16
24
24
15
14
15
19
20
19
20
19
20

421.9
357.5
330.1
608.5
521.92
249.9
547
401.1
302.7
265.2
160.8
139.8
115.2
26.8
98.4
418.9
246
235.4

123.5
197.1
171.8
175.3
253.2
111.7
158.4
207.1
206.2
94.2
101.1
74.2
38.5
12.5
82.3
77.6
95.9
17.2

889
9874
10163
889
9874
10163
767
8498
9373
1477
710
3604
1477
710
3604
1477
710
3604

323.7
238.5
230
645.7
450
427.3
325.6
296.2
298
185.1
168.4
166.4
212.9
138.5
150.2
294
173.2
166.1

186.4
78.7
85.9
210.2
145.4
138.9
156.8
90.3
66.2
44.9
19.6
21
70.5
31
52.7
55.6
53
62.2

98.2
119
100.1
− 37.2
71.92
¡177.4
221.4
104.9
4.7
80.1
− 7.6
− 26.6
¡97.7
¡111.7
− 51.8
124.9
72.8
69.3

Apr
2019

11

Apr
2020
Migda (semiarid)

Mar
2018
Apr
2019
Mar
2020
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represent the vegetation biomass and therefore do not consider the soil and rock cover. This should cause an inherent shift and a lower
estimation of the average biomass by satellite data than ground measurements.
4. Discussion
This study used the synergistic capabilities of machine learning, high-resolution UAV imagery, and multi-spectral satellite imagery
of the relatively new VENμS satellite to monitor AGB in spatially heterogeneous grasslands under different grazing pressures. We used
a straightforward approach to minimize the effect of mixed pixels and overcome the patchy distribution of biomass. We showed that
poor prediction results were received by applying the SVM model without addressing the impact of the mixed pixels (R2pred = 0.668,
RMSE = 32 g m− 2). The predicted AGB results were significantly improved by using the mixed spectral model based on UAV and
satellite integration. We tested different levels of mixed pixels removal to the SVM model. The best prediction results were achieved by
removing mixed satellite pixels with less than 50% vegetation cover. Thus, we successfully applied fusion methods, improved the
prediction model by 35%, and reduced the REMS by half for the best model combination. In the prediction model of AGB, we observed
unique patterns related to environmental and climate variables and grazing pressure. Biomass estimation maps showed high vari
ability, illustrating the need to monitor high spatial and temporal resolution grasslands.
4.1. Data fusion of UAV and satellite imagery
Our approach included integrating high and moderate data to evaluate the effect of mixed pixels on AGB estimation. We used a
combination of satellite and UAV data in order to overcome noisy pixels and significantly enhance the estimation accuracy. We found
that the intermediate level of 50%-pixel purity probably balanced the trade-off between maximizing pixel purity and optimizing the
number of data points for model calibration. We chose to apply different mixed pixel masking levels since it is a more general and
robust approach. Despite the ecosystems being different in terms of structure and species composition, the estimation accuracy seems
to be high in both – with RMSE values under 20 g m− 2 and R2 of 0.957, 0.895, and 0.76 for the calibration, validation, and prediction
phases, respectively, illustrating robustness and ability to be applied in different grassland types, over long periods, and under varying
grazing pressure. The fusion of satellite data with UAV data provides a wealth of information as explanatory variables to improve AGB
estimation. Over the past decade, a growing number of studies focused on remote sensing applications using different ML methods to
fuse data from various sensors and platforms (Maimaitijiang et al., 2020; X. Zhou et al., 2021). Combining satellite data with UAV has
shown synergy in AGB monitoring (Maimaitijiang et al., 2020). The complementary information provided by satellite-based spectral
features, and fine-resolution UAV data, improves the fusion model performance compared with the satellite or UAV data alone
(Emilien et al., 2021). The suggested approach enables us to integrate the information from the UAV to improve the prediction ability
of AGB based on satellites. Today, mixed-pixel unmixing methods focus on selecting pure pixels (endmembers) (Borsoi et al., 2020).
Thus, the satellite endmembers are not pure in an area where the surface cover is highly heterogeneous, and no spectral unmixing was
applied, since they represented a mixture of vegetation and other land covers. However, the high prediction accuracy suggests that
omitting the pixels with the highest impurity during the SVM model development is highly effective for satellite-based AGB prediction
with a sufficient dataset. The proposed approach could be tested in the future using additional satellite platforms with different spatial
resolutions to improve their AGB prediction ability.
4.2. AGB estimation via satellite imagery
Even at the 5-m satellite pixel scale, AGB displayed high spatial variance during peak growth, especially in the Mediterranean site
(quantified by the standard deviation, Table 3). UAV-based endmember selection greatly improved the ability to predict AGB from
satellite imagery. Using more straightforward traditional methods such as solely calculating satellite VIs was insufficient to capture the
patchiness that is often sub-meter (Fig. 4). Satellite-estimated values generally match the field sampled averaged values but are
noticeably lower, typically by about 20–30% (Table 3). This could be because field sampling is biased towards areas covered with
vegetation, which does not represent the soil and rock cover, where absolutely no vegetation occurs. Satellite AGB estimation was
calculated over the entire plots and therefore was not biased in the same way, meaning areas with very low or no biomass at all were
included. Interestingly, the standard deviation of satellite pixels was similar but usually lower than that of field sample AGB values. In
the current study, a satellite pixel of 5 × 5m represented an area of 25 m2, an area 100 times larger than the area of one field-sampled
quadrant of 0.25 m2. Field sampling captures local differences, which results in higher variance, not captured by the satellite in the
same way, as its values are averaged over a much larger area. Nevertheless, for the AGB estimation over many acres, satellite imagery
provides a reliable measure that requires limited fieldwork in relation to the amount of acquired data, providing crucial information
that cannot be realistically achieved otherwise.
Our study sites represent two grasslands with distinct geomorphologies, elevation ranges, slopes, land covers, and management
histories. Vegetation patterns resulting from these factors are shaped by additional environmental drivers (i.e., climate, topography)
unique to these Mediterranean and semiarid areas. The combination of environmental drivers and conditions unique to these regions
creates high spatial variability and patterns in AGB that can be better captured with UAV resolutions. We expected this effect to be
significantly higher in the Mediterranean site due to its high heterogeneity in land cover and complex topography. However, the
semiarid site showed high surface heterogeneity and dispersed vegetation and soil patches due to grazing. The variance of measured
biomass between ground-truth samples in the Mediterranean site was higher than in the semiarid site. This was evident by observing
the variance within each sampling event and observing differences between mid and peak growth, particularly in 2019, where cu
mulative precipitation was highest (Figs. 3 and 7).
Our estimation method shows robustness for predicting biomass in both sites despite different climatic conditions, vegetation types,
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and growth rates. We observed that areas under intensive grazing had higher patchiness and surface heterogeneity in both sites,
expressed by a higher non-vegetated cover (Table 1) and higher variance of measured AGB (Table 3, Fig. 7). The standard deviation of
measured AGB values in the Mediterranean site was two to threefold higher than of the semiarid site by both field sampling and
satellite estimation (Table 3). This illustrates the higher patchiness of the Mediterranean site and the necessity of fine-resolution
imagery to tackle this problem and provide reliable satellite AGB estimation in rural heterogeneous areas. Assuming AGB in both
ecosystems is water-limited, the higher AGB variance in the Mediterranean is expected since this ecosystem receives more precipi
tation. However, heterogeneous topography in the Mediterranean site means that water availability varies significantly on a local scale
of even a single meter. This was reflected in the uniformity of AGB values calculated across the study plots (Appendix 3; Appendix 4).
Our approach shows the advantage of combining a relatively simple UAV sensor to improve the accuracy of high spatiotemporal
resolution satellite data. This allows tackling the mixed pixel effect that would otherwise reduce the estimation accuracy significantly,
and enables accurate and continuous AGB estimation without using complex unmixing algorithms to capture local differences. Model
training using pixels with great amplitude of AGB values helped generate an ML model that strongly relates satellite reflectance to both
low and high biomass values, applicable in two distinct ecosystems. The methodology presented here can be applied to a series of
satellite images to monitor rangeland productivity temporal and spatial dynamics with high accuracy over hectares.
4.3. Grazing management and its effect on AGB
AGB’s seasonal differences (peak vs. mid-growth) were larger in the Mediterranean site than in the semiarid area, under all three
levels of grazing pressure (April vs. January–February). The lowest average AGB values were found in heavily grazed plots, and the
highest biomass was found in the control plot without grazing in both sites (Fig. 7). Besides the noticeable direct effect of herbivory
through the removal of plant biomass, grazing has an indirect impact on productivity by affecting plant species composition and
diversity. Previous studies suggested that grazing-induced patch structure is the most important driver of plant diversity across
different grazing intensities (Tonn et al., 2019). The effects of grazing pressure on vegetation composition and species diversity were
extensively studied, showing the vital link between plant productivity (i.e., AGB) and species composition and diversity (Herrer
o-Juregui and Oesterheld, 2018; Zhang et al., 2018). The response of the vegetation community to grazing depends on the plants’
morphology and life history, and therefore, it varies between sites and ecosystems (Noy-Meir et al., 1989). AGB production of
moderately grazed plots was often similar to plots without grazing in the Mediterranean site (Fig. 7a). Eastern Mediterranean
grasslands have a long grazing history and may have evolved toward steady productivity under grazing (Sternberg et al., 2017).
Moreover, since grazing can reduce the success of highly dominant species, the highest species diversity might occur under some
intermediate grazing pressure, giving growing space for less dominant, niche-based plant species (Sternberg et al., 2000). The
improvement in the remote sensing estimation of AGB at the scale relevant to ecological processes can assist in monitoring carbon
storage, achieving sustainable grazing, preventing ecosystem degradation, and evaluating grasslands’ vulnerability to varying
spatiotemporal conditions and grazing intensities. The use of integrated UAV/satellite data to assess AGB has great potential in pasture
management (Rango et al., 2009). It could provide a good solution for grazing intensity assessment, reduce overgrazing effects, and
ensure the sustainability of ecological services. Assessing grazing activity and intensity on rangeland vegetation is important for
sustainable management. Grazing intensity refers to the number of grazing animals in an area in a specific time period (Li et al., 2021).
Studies have used satellite remote sensing to monitor the effect of overgrazing on diverse ecosystems. However, due to the low
spatiotemporal resolution, their accuracy was limited. Our approach could be used in the future to overcome this limitation to assess
AGB and to detect areas with high grazing intensity. The unique attributes of the VENμS satellite of a 2-day revisit times, constant
viewing angle, and spatial resolution of only 5m per pixel, enabled developing a tool with novel capabilities of per-season, continuous
accurate, and area-extensive monitoring of pasture AGB. Such monitoring enhances our understanding of the relationship between
climate, grazing management, and plant biomass available for livestock consumption. Implementing such tools across many eco
systems, and using many satellite sensors, has great potential to provide insight into the exact effects of climate change on pasture AGB
in various ecosystems in the future. Future studies can also investigate the role of long-term multi-annual trends in climatic conditions
and their effects on the productivity of grasslands in the Mediterranean basin over longer periods and using other complementary
sensors.
4.4. The effect of precipitation on AGB
Intensifying grazing pressure in Mediterranean and semiarid grasslands was generally expected to interact with decreases in
precipitation, causing a reduction in AGB production (Osem et al., 2004). As expected, we found higher AGB values in years when
cumulative yearly rainfall was highest (Figs. 3 and 7), with the Mediterranean site showing much higher values. For example, in the
Mediterranean site, the highest AGB was identified at the peak of the growing season in 2018, a year with abnormally high precip
itation - 893 mm. The different precipitation regimes in 2017 (455 mm) and 2018 growing seasons resulted in very high differences in
biomass – 400 gm− 2 and 600 gm− 2, respectively. In the semiarid site, 2019 was a year with unusually low precipitation, with only 127
mm. This resulted in very low AGB production of 115 gm− 2. The fact that January and February in the site were particularly dry (Fig. 3)
is probably the reason for the respective AGB measurements deviating from the general trend of ungrazed plots showing the highest
values of AGB (Fig. 7). The series of AGB maps provided insight into plant phenology spatial change in response to different pre
cipitation regimes during the study years (2017–2019). Peak growth biomass is highly dependent on the amount and the timing of
precipitation via their effect on germination timing and the length of the growing season, which is a critical consideration for grazing
management.
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5. Conclusions
The current study used a fusion of high-resolution UAV data and satellite imagery to generate accurate large-scale AGB maps in
Mediterranean and semiarid grasslands over two years. High-resolution land-cover classification enabled tackling the mixed pixel
effect of satellite pixels caused by the patchiness and heterogeneity typical to such grasslands. We overcame their high surface het
erogeneity by using advanced ML and statistical techniques and the selective omission of impure pixels, significantly increasing the
estimation accuracy. We then monitored AGB in both study sites under different grazing pressures. Overall, we found that grazing
pressure negatively affects pasture yield, and the differences in AGB due to precipitation regimes were diminished by grazing intensity.
This method enables accurate and continuous satellite AGB estimation using satellite images to study spatial and temporal AGB
variability and its response to environmental conditions over extensive areas during several growing seasons or years. Such insight is
critical for planning optimal grazing management and exploring the implications of varying spatiotemporal conditions on the future
sustainability of Mediterranean and semiarid grasslands.
The methodology presented here can be applied to a series of satellite images to monitor rangeland productivity temporal and
spatial dynamics with high accuracy over hectares. AGB monitoring is possible with a temporal resolution of single days and a spatial
resolution of 5 m, even in heterogeneous grasslands in terms of species composition, topography, and surface cover. Environmental
monitoring which can be applied also in other ecosystem types and using other sensors has great potential for helping decision-makers
determine their exact livestock carrying capacity in cases where grazing animals are introduced to new areas, or when old grazing
systems are disturbed by human activity. Such insight can put an actual price in terms of potential yield loss due to disturbance. Using a
spatial AGB model can greatly assist rangeland managers to avoid overgrazing, achieve sustainability, and prevent degradation, while
optimizing the sustainable land use of the area considered.
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